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The universe is in your bones, the stars in your soul,
it’s never really the end.



Well, scribbles turning to be fairly good pictures
is indeed the best feeling.



Inspired by Visoth Kakvei, taking zentangle art to another level.



Pots and plants in zentangle..



Art obsessed; self absorbed.



Design can be art. Design can be aesthetics. Design is so
simple, that’s why it’s so complicated.



A wise old owl, lived in an oak. The more he saw, the less he spoke.
The less he spoke, the more he heard.



Ayisha Sasidharan

Ayisha Sasidharan is a free-
lance translator. Has trans-
lated short stories and books
by Malayalam writers into
English. Currently work-
ing as an associate editor for
the “Little Genius” which is
published in Emirates. She
is interested in Zentangle
art and has drawn black and

white pictures with artist pen on paper.

Zentangle art is a fun way of creating
beautiful images by drawing structural
patterns called tangles. The art form was
invented by amonk namedRick Roberts
and an artist named Maria Thomas. It is
a combination of meditation and art. It
is spontaneous and free flowing, relieves stress and pro-
motes concentration. Anyone can create an image with-
out the need of being an artist.

One of her zen creations has been used for the cover
of Vṛttamañjari (വൃത്തമഞ്ജരി), a Sayahna publication, re-
leased a few months ago.

http://books.sayahna.org/ml/pdf/vm-main.pdf


Epilog

◦ The content that Sayahna includes in these Phone
PDFs are those that can be read in under thirty to forty
minutes. Computers or Desktop applications are not
necessary for reading them.

◦ The PDFs are made available in beautiful, rich formats
and can be easily read from your smart phones.
They are customized to adhere perfectly with the
dimensions of your phone screen.

◦ Most smartphones these days are equipped with in-
built readers for PDF content. However, the free
Adobe Acrobat Reader application offers the best
reading experience. We would recommend that you
install Adobe readers in your phones and use them
for reading our content.

◦ Anybody who is interested in open access publishing
and want to submit their work to Sayahna may do
so by mailing it to <info@sayahna.org>. The work
could be anything from stories, memoirs, articles,
interviews, movie reviews, poems, plays, sketches or
paintings; the only stipulation being that they should
be succint enough to be read under thirty to sixty
minutes.

◦ Sayahna welcomes all your thoughts on our efforts!
You may either mail them to <info@sayahna.org> or
post them under the Comments section in this web
page. We eagerly await your feedbacks and hope
to derive from them the necessary impetus to drive
Sayahna to new heights.
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